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In collaboration with Cornell Institute for Digital Collections, the J.H. Clarke Africana Library of Cornell University has recently launched a bold new project: the Database of Contemporary African Artists. This pioneering venture, will create a computerized database of contemporary African artists as well as generate a series of bio-bibliographic dictionaries, all fully illustrated. It aims to promote networking among African artists throughout the world and to encourage new initiatives in the collection, documentation, and dissemination of contemporary African art.
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From Aryans in India to witches in Soweto, from necrophiliacs in Argentina to dandies in the Congo, Transition chase unusual stories across the globe. Essayists, philosophers, rappers, and novelists say things in our pages they would never say anywhere else.

Foreign Policy says we’re “important,” the Times Literary Supplement thinks we’re “urgent,” the New York Times finds us “cheeky.”

Have you been minding your own business long enough? Read Transition and see what we’ll sniff out next.
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Since 1967, *African Arts* readers have enjoyed high-quality critical dialogue on all forms of African expressive culture, from sculpture to performance and popular arts.

Recent articles include:
- *Where Gods and Mortals Meet: Continuity and Renewal in Urhobo Art* by Perkins Foss
- *Dakar’s Urban Landscapes: Locating Modern Art and Artists in the City* by Joanna L. Grabski
- *The Otta Festival of the Ekperi: Igbo Age-Grade Masquerades on the West Bank of the Niger* by Jean M. Borgatti

Published by the James S. Coleman African Studies Center at UCLA, *African Arts* provides a singular window on to the graphic arts, sculpture, architecture, arts of personal adornment, arts of the diaspora, and contemporary arts of Africa, including film, music, theater and dance.
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